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Volume active pressure and structural viscosity

E. Binz

Introduetion

In [Bi}l] we dedueed the force density of an internal eonstitutive law for a

deformable medium} moving in !Rn. The geometrie type of the body was

given by a smooth orientable eompaet manifold of dirn n-1. In the normal

eomponent 01' that foree density apressure is hidden} which deseribes the

energy needed to change the instantaneous volume of the deformable

medium.

In these notes this pressure will be exhibited.

In addition to that a natural coefficient of viseosity} called the siructural

coefficient of viscosity will be exhibited in case that the internal

constitutive law depends on an external parameter} namely a tangent vector

of the phase space.

We conclude by investigating the interplay between a densit map and scalar

curvature} mostly in case of dirn M= 2. Finally we show that the qualitative

behavior of the volume active pressure for two-dimensional surfaces

depends heavily on the Euler eharacteristic of the body.

We thank D. Socolescu for suggesting the term "structural viscosity" for the

type of viscosity we observed.



1) Differential geometrie background

Let M be a eonneeted, eompaet, smooth and oerientable manifold.

The eollection Coo(M,/Rn)of all smooth /Rn-valued maps is an /R-vector space

under the pointwise defined operation and moreover is a complete

metrizable and locally convex vector space if endowed with the

COO-topology. Henee Coo(M,lRn)is referred to as Frechet spaee.

The subset of Coo(M,/Rn) eonsisting of all embeddings of M into (Rn is

denoted by E(M,lRnr

Since E(M,lRn) is open in Coo(M,/Rn) it is a Freehet manifold.

The tangent manifold of E(M,/Rn) is

Ta introduce ametrie on E(M,lRn) we fix a seal ar product <,> on /Rn. Then a

metric G on E(M,lRn) is given by

G(j)(h,k) .=: J (h,k>J.l(j).

M

Here j.l(j) is the Riemannian volume associated to the Riemannian metrie

m(j), defined by

m(j)(v ,w) = (dj v ,dj w > 'tI v,w E T M 'tI q E M.
qq q q qq q

By dj we mean the one /Rn-valued form on M which locally is determined

by the Frechet derivative of j.

Given any h E Coo(M,/Rn) and an embedding j E E(M,lRn) the map h splits

into



1.1) h = dj X (j) + h.L
h

with Xh(j) in iTM, the collection of all smooth vector fields on M, and

where h.L is pointwise orthogonal to djXh(j).

Using Hodges decomposition we furthermore get

1.2)

Here Th(j) E dXl(M,IR),gradj denotes the gradient with respect to m(j) and

X~(j) is the divergence free part of Xh(j). By the divergence of any

Y E iTM we mean

divj Y : = tr V(j) Y

where V(j) is the Levi-Civita connection of m(j).

Let n = 1 + dirn M. We fix an orientation on each of IRn and M. The

positively oriented unite normal vector field associated with any

embedding j E E(M,lRn)is caÜed N(j). Hence (1.1) turns into

1.3)

with eh (j) E COO(M,IR).

We conclude this section by the description of any smooth IRn-valued one

form ()( on M relative to a given embedding j E E(M,IRn
).

Let A1(Q,IR) denote the smooth IRn-valued one form defined on the

manifold Q. This manifold may be finite or infinite dimensional.

Given cx, a map h E Coo(M,IRn
)is called the integrable part of cx, if

()(= dh + ß(j)

where ß(j) has only constants as integrable parts.



Prapasi tian 2

Given IX E AI(M,lRn) and i E E(M,lRn), then

IX = dh(i) + ß{i)

far same h(i) E Coon'lI}!Rn)} determined up ta a constant} where ß(j) has anly

canstants as integrable parts. If far same hI(i) E Coo(M]lRn) with

hI(i) = h(i)+z and zE IRn then

IX = dhI(i)+ ß(i)

and mareaver
X,Oh(J') XO (')= 'ohi J .

Here X~(j) and x~ (j) denote the divergence free part of Xh(j) and

XhI(j) respectively. Hence X~(j) depends only on dh.



2) The volume active pressure

Given a smooth constitution Jaw on E(M,lRn),that is a smooth IR-valued one

form

the value F(j)(k) for any j E E(M,lRn) and any h E Coo(M,lR)can be

regarded as the energy necessary to deforme j(M) infinitesimally in the

direction of h. What we are concerned with in this paragraph is to find to

'>'ihat extend the change of the volume of j(M) contributes to F(p)(h).

We do this by introducing the volume active pressure TIF associated with F.

To execute this programlet us assurne that

2.1)

for some smooth map

2.2)

F(j)(h) = J ('fF(j),h>/-.dj) ,
M

called the force density.

Clearly if F is interpreted as an energy functional, it splits from a physical

point of view, into the energy determined by internal and external force

densities.

To specify F further as to express the deformation energy determined by

internal force densities let us identify Coo(M,lRn)/lRn with {dh IhE Coo(M,lRnn

via the differential

Similarily E(M,lRn)/lRn denotes {dj IjE E(M,lRnn. Both Coo(M,lRn)and in

turn E(M,lRn) are assumed to carry the COO-topology. Now we require the

existence of a smooth one form



n). 00. n
FIRn: EiM,IR fIRn x C iM,1R ) fIRn ----7 IR

(both factors of the dornain carry the Coo-topology) such that

1

I

2.3) *F=d FIRn.

Next we demand that F!Rn admits an integral representation of the form

2.4)

where the on the right hand side means the fol1owing:

Each IE A1iM,lRn
) is

j EEiM,lRn
) as

2.5)

uniquely represented with respect to an)' given

I = c (j).dj+dj-C ij)+dj-B (j)
I I I

as shown in [Bi,!]. Here CI(j) and BI(j) are smoothstrong bundle endomorphisms

of TMskew respectively selfadjoint with respect to mij) and cj(j) ECooiM,soin)).

Then the integrand in (2.4 ) is defined as

Since according to proposition 1

lXidj) = dl(dj) + l3(dj)

with l(dj) as the integrable part of lXidj), the force density 'f isF

determined by

CfF(dj) = - dj div/CdHdj)(j) + BdHdj)ij»)

- 2dj UdHdj)ij) - (tr BdHdJ)(jHVidj»).N(j).

Here dj UdHdj)(j) is by definition CdHdj)(j).N(j).

The form lX in (2.4) is ealled the stress form associated with F.



The volume active pressure of F is now determined as follows:

The map

sending each j E (M,/Rn)into J J1(j) is obviously smooth. An easy exercise

shows that the gradient Grad(Vol(j» with respeci to G of D VoHj) at . j is

Grad Vol(j) = H(j)'N(j) 'tJ j E E(M,/Rn)
since

To find the part of F(j )(h) which is due to the infinitesimal expansion

of the volume in the direction of h we split
tr BdHdj)(jHV(j) ,

an element of L2(M,[R), the Hilbert space of all IR-valued L2-integrable

functions of M, into a component along H(j) (also contained in that space)

and into a component normal to H(j). This splitting then reads as

2.9)

2.10)

We call TrF(dj), which varies linearily in dl(dj), the volume active pressure

of F at j.

In an analoguous way we pfoceed in the case of such constitutive laws F

that admit an integral representation by Pp but are not of theform

F = d*F/Rn for any F/Rn E A1(E(M,[Rn) /lRn,IR). Since

we treat 8F(j) just as in the same way as trBd1(jrW(j) and obtain the



volume active pressure lTF(dj) for any j E E(M,lRn).

The reason that we call lTF(dj) the volume active pressure is the following

theorem, now easily proved by the reader.

Theorem 2 Let F E A(E(M,lRn),IR) admit an integral representation by fFE

oo( n)C M,IR as

F(j)(h) = J <PF(j),h) J.1(j) , 'tJ h E Coo(M,/Rn).

M
Then if 'fF(j) split into

PF(j)=dj XF(j) + 8F(j).N(j) 'tJ j E (M,/Rn)

with 8F(j) E Coo(M,IR) then there exists a unique number nF(dj) E /Rn and
"PF(j) E Coo(M,lRn), such that

"-Here PF(j) is given by

"2.12) PF(j): = PF(j) - n(dj).N(j)

and satisfies

*In case F = d FIRn and FIRn admits at (dj) an integral representation by

the stress form l(djL the

2.14-)

where g(j) is L2-orthogonal to H(j). Moreover lTF(dj) depends linearily on

'fF(j) and hence linearilyon dl(dj).
If B~Hdj) and ,-(dj,d1) denote the trace free part of BdHdj) and the

trace of BdHdj) then the following holds for all j E E(M,IRn)

2.15) (,-(dj,dl) - lTF(dj».H(j) = P(j) - tr B~l(dj)(j).W(j)



Corollary :

If F(j)(h) = 0 for same j E E(M,lRn) and all h E Coo(M,(RN)then

2.16)

Proof: We have

and hence

A

'fF(j) = 0 and TTF(dj) = 0 .

showing

However

proving our assertion.

The following is evident:

Corollarv 4 If F E Al (E,M,IRn) splits into

for same Fl'F z ( A l(E,(M,lRn),IR) admitting bothintegral representations by

'fF1 and 'fFz' respectively then for each dj E EOvl,(Rn)fIRn
A A

2.18) 1TF(dj) = 1TF1(dj) + 1TFZ(dj) and 'fF1(j) = 'fFz(j) .

Hence if F(j) = 0 for same j E E(M,IRn)
A A

2.19) 1TF1(dj) = - 1TFZ(dj) and 'fF(j) = - 'fFZ{j) .



3) The eoneept of struetural viseosi ty

In this seetion we assume that F depends on a parameter. Moreover let

F[Rnbe a smooth map

of whieh we require

and that F[Rn satisfies

2.) F[Rn(dk,dj)(dk) = J dHdk,dj)'dk M(j)
\I dl,dj E Coo(M,lRn) I[Rn.

As mentioned before Hdk,dj) deeomposes into

Hdk,dj) = dj gradj X? (dk,dj) + 8l(dk,dj)'N(p)

with X?U) E rTM being divergence free. In fact X?U) only depenqs

on dHdk,dj), as expressed in proposition 1. We split k into

k = dj grad\}'k + dj X~(j) + EVj)'N(j).

The splitting allows us to deeompose X?(dk.dj) into a eomponent along X?(j)

and another one pointwise perpendicular to X~ (j) as follows :

X?(dk,dj) = v{dk,dj) X~(j) + X1{dk,dj)

with v{dj,dk) E Coo{M,lRn). The coefficient v{dk,dj) is called the coefficient of

structural viseosity.

A routine ealculation shows that BdHdk,dj)(j) , the symmetrie eoefficient in the

representation of dHdk,dj) represented by dj ean be written as



Hence TTF(dk,dj) is given by

TTF(dk,dj) = div v(dk,dj)X~ + div ;\(dk,dj) - 6(j) 1lJ1(dh,dj)
A

- 81(dk,dj)tr W(j) - tr Bdl(dk,dj)(j)

A

where Bdl(dk d .)(j) := Bdl(dk dJ.)(j) - TTF(dk,dj)'idTM, The lRn-valued one-form
A ' J,

to whichBI (dk,dj ) belangs is evidently

A

dHdk,dj) = dHdk,dj) - TTF(dk,dj)'dj

for any j E E(M,lRn)and any kECoo(M,lR)'



4) Density map and curvature

By a density map p we mean a smooth map

n) \ 00 np : E(M,lR --, C (M,lR ) ,

for which the real m(j), called the mass at j, being defined as

m(j) := J p (j) J.l (j ) ,

is positive, and for which the following continuity equation

4.1)

is satisfied for any j E: E(M,lRn
) and any h E: Coo(M,lRn

).

Ey tr m(j) we mean the trace taken with respect to the Riemannian metric

m(j). Clearly

Dm(j)(h)(X,Y) = <dhX,djY> + <djX,dhY>

To show the existance of such a density map p , let us consider i E: E(M,lRn
)

and its conneeted component 0i c E(M,lRn
). Then by [Bi,2] any dj E E(M,lRn

) I!Rn
with j E 0i satisfies

4.2) dj = g(j)'dj-f(j)

with g(j) E Coo(M,so(n» and f(j): TM ---i TM being a smooth strong

bundle isomorphism, positiv definit with respect to m(j). By so(n) we

denote the Lie-algebra of SO(n).

Then



4.3)

and hence

4.4)

is a density map provided that

J p(i) Jl(i)

is a positive real.

( Clearly the assumption of codim M - 1 did not play any role in

constructing p(i). )

A straight forward computation shows the following set of reformulations of

the continouity equation

4.5) Dp(j)(h) - - flPL trm(j)Dm(j)(h) = - p(j) tr f-1(j)'Df(j)(h)

= - p(j).tr Bdh(j) = - p(jHr f-1(]} Bdh(U

for any j in Gi} the connected component of i E E(M,lRn
) and any h E Coo(M,lRn

).

Hence if h = N(i) then

4-.6) Dp(j)(N(j» = - p(j)'H(j) ,

with H(j).- tr W(j) and W(j) the Weingarten map associated with N(j).

The link to the scalar curvature is made by computing the second

derivative of p(j). To exhibit this) let us first find the derivatives of W(j)

and of its trace) the mean curvature H(j).

Since for any j E E(M)lRn
)



. dj W(j) X = dN(j) x

we obtain by differentiation

v X E rTM

dh W(j) X + dj DW(j)(h) X = d DN(j)(h) X .

The equations

<N(j)JdjX> = 0 and <N(j)JN(j» = 1

yield by differentiation

4.7) <DN(j)(h)JdjX> = - (N(j)JdhX> = (Cdh(j)N(j)JdjX> .

If we replace cdhN (j) by

4.8)

for some Udh(j) E rTMJ we find

4.9)

and consequently

To represent Udh in terms of hJ let us write h as

for some Xh E rTM and some eh E Coo(MJlRn
).

Then



4.11) dh = cdh(j)'dj + dj'(Cdh(j) + Bdh(j»

= S(j)(Xh, ... ) + d6\(j)(,,,)'N(j) + djV(j)Xh(j)+ eh(j)'djW(j).

Therefore cdhN(j) is given by

for all Y E rTM saying that

4.12)

Thus DW(j)(h) rewrites by (4.11) and (4.12) as

Hence

4.13) DW(j)(h) = V(j)W(j)Xh(j) + W(j)'V(j)Xh(j) - V(j)Xh(j)'W(j)

- V(j)'grad eh (j) - eh (j)'W(j)2 .

Let us introduce LXh ' which we define by

4.14) 'rJ X,Y E rTM ,

with LXhejJthe Lie-derivative with respect to Xh.

Since DW(j)(h), V(j)W(j)Xh(j), V(j)'grad eh(j) and eh(jHV(j)2 are

selfadjoint with respect to m(j) and since

W(j)'Cdh(j) - Cdh'W(j)

is selfadjoint as weH as we deduce from (4.13) for any j E E(M,lRn) the

equation

4.15) 'rJ X E rTM .

As a consequence of (4.10) we get :



4.16) DH(j)(h) = div Udh(j) - tr Bdh(jHV(j)

= 6(j)Gh(j) + divjW(j)Xh(j) - ~tr LXh{j).W(j) - Gh(j).tr \\i(j)2 ,

where 6(j) denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator of m(j).

Since for any X E rTM

4.17)

(4.15) turns into

4.18)

Let us observe that DH(j)(h) = 0 and dH(j)(Xh) = 0 ca,n not hold

simultaniously for all h E Coo(M,(Rn), fore othenvise

o = JDH(j)(N(j»j1(j) = J tr W(j)2j1(j) .

However the right-hand term is unequal to zero since in case of W(j) = 0 ,

M has to be a piece of a plane in (Rn contradicting the compactness of ~l.

Hence H: E(M,(Rn) --1 (R does not have critical values.

Clearly if h = N(j) then

4.19)

and hence

4.20)

DW(j)(N(j» = - W(j)2

DH(j)(N(j» = - tr W(j)2 = 2 A(j) - H(j)2 ,

where A(j) 1S the sealar eurvature ( that 1S the metrie traee of the

Ricci tensor of the metrie m(j) ) .

Combinating (4.20) together with the requirement that dim:M = 2' and

with the theorem of Gauß-Bonnet (ef.[G.H.V]) J saying that



4.21 ) 2~ J A(j) = X(M) ,

where X(M) the Euler characteristic of M, yields immediately :

Theorem 4.1 :

In ca se of dirn M = 2 the following equation holds for any j E E(M,lRn)

4.22)

and

4.23)

X(M) = ~'J (H(j)2 - DH(j)(N(j») M(j)

J H(j) 1.1ij) = J DH(j)(N(j») M(j) iff X(M) = o.

Theorem 2 and equation (4.15) yield

Theorem 4.2 :

Given any smooth str.ess form dl : Coo(M,lRn) I !Rn ~ A1(M,lRn), then the following

equation holds for any h E Coo(M,lRn) decomposed as

4.24) 1TF(dj)'DV(j)(h) = I 8h(j)' tr Bd1(j) • W(j) F(j)

= - J 8h(j)' (DH(j)(l) - div Ud1(j» t-t(j)

and in particular

4.25) TTF(dj) • DV(j)(N(j» = - J DH(jHl) j1(j) •

Here F is the force density determined by the stress form dl.

Now let us turn back to the second derivative of p.

We have by

4.27) D2p(jHN(j),h) = - (Dp(jHh)'H(j) + p(j)'DH(j» - Dp(j)(DN(j)(h»)
= p(j)(H(j). tr Bdh(j) + tr Bdh(j)' W(j) - div Udh(j»)

- p(j) div Udh(j)



and thus

4.28)

Therefare we find

4.29) D2p(j)(N(j),N(j» = p(j)'(H(j)2 + tr W(j)2)

= 2 p(j)(H{j)2 - A(j»

In case p(j)(p) > 0 far all p E M, then

4.30)

and hence

D lag p(j)(N(j» = - H(j)

4.30 D2 lag p(j)(N{j),h) ::= DH{j)(h) - D lag p(j)(DN(j)(h»

= tr Bdh(j)' W(j) •

This yie lds :

Theorem 4.3 :

In case of dirn M = 2 , then

4.32) JD2 log p(j)(N(j),N(j» = JH(j)2 J1(j) - 1r-X(M) ,

with X(M) the Euler characteristic of M.

Equation (4.31) tagether with (2.9) yields

Theorem 4.4 :

Given any stress form dl E E(M,lRn) and any density function with

p(i)(p) > 0 far all p E M, then for any j in the connected carnponent Gi af i

and any h E Coo(M,lRn) following equation halds

4.33)



with

4.34)

Moreover

4-.35) f 02 log p(j)(N(j),h) = f p(j)' T(j,dl)'H(j) J.1(j) - frF(dj)'OV(j)(N(j»

+ f kBO(j,dl)'W{j)'J.1(j)
holds if

4-.36)
A

T( j,dl) := tr Bd1(j,dI)
A

and B(j,dl):= B(j,dl) + rr(dj)'H(jHd - tr B(j,dlHd

Here F is the force density determined by the stress form dl.

Next let us turn to dirn M = 2 and to equation (4-.21).

By differentiation of (4.21) we get for any j E E(M,lRn) and any h E eoo(M,iRn)

4.37) f (0).. (j )(h) + }.pl tr Dm( j )(h»J.1{j) = 0 J

a continously equation in integral form.

Let us hence compute O>..(j)(h).

By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem we have due to dirn M = 2

4-.38)

and hence

4-.39)

W(j)2 - H(jH¥(j) + A(j) = 0

•



Therefore we find

4.40)
or

D:\.(j)(h) = H(j)'DH(j)(h) - tr DW(j)(h)'W(j)

4-.4-1) D:\.(j)(h) = H(j)(div Udh(j) - tr Bdh(j)' W(j))

- tr V(j) Udh(j)'W(j) + tr Bdh(jHV(j)2

= H(j) div Udh(j) - tr V(j) Udh(jHV(j) - 2 :\.(j).trBdh(j)

or reordered

Sinee

4-.43 ) ir W(j) V(j) X = divj W(j) X - dH(j)(X) ,

for any X E rTM, (4.42) yields

and in partieular

4.45) D:\.(j)(N(j)) = - :\.(j)'H(j) .

By (4.12) we gei a more refined version of 4.43) in ternms of Xh(j) and

eh (j) as follows

4.46) div/(W(j) - H(jHdWdh(j)) = diV/W(j)2X~- H(j)W(j)Xh)

- divjH(j)'W(j)Xh

- div/W(j)'gradjeh - H(j)'gradjeh) .

Sinee moreover the Rieci-tensor Rie(j) of m(j) is

4.47) Ridj)(X,Y) = - m(j)(W(j)2 - H(j)W(j)X,Y)



as easily shown by using the Gauss-equations and

4.48)

and

4.49)

we find

di v jW(j )Y = m(j) (di v jW(j )/n + tr V' ( j )Y•W(j )
= dHej )(Y) + tr V'ej)y.wej)

diVjew(jl - H(j)W(j» = - gradjA(j) ,

4.50) div jew(j)2Xh - H(j)W(j)Xh) = t dA(j)(Xh) - dH(j)(W(j)Xh)

+ dH(j)(gradGh) - div jW(j)gradjGh .

Therefore DA(jHh) reads as

4~5l) DA(j)(h) = - A(j).tr Bd.h(j) + tdA(j)(Xh),
+ dH(j)(gradGj - W(j)Xh) - divjW(j)gradjGh •

Let us pause here to remark that there is no continuity equation of A

along the manifold j(M) for any j E E(M,lRn
), however as (4.4-5) shows, A

satisfies such an equation along the N(j) of j(M) for every j E E(M,lRn
).

Now let us compute D2A(j)(N(j),j) for any h E CooeM,lRn
).We have

D2A(j)(N(j),h) = - DA(j)(h)'H(j) - A(j)'DH(j)(h) - DA(j)(DN(j)(h» ,

and then

4.52) D2Aej)(N(j),h) = H(j)'A(j).tr Bd.h(j)

+ H(j)'diV/(W(j) - H(jHd)Udh(j»)

+ A(j).tr Bdh(jHV(j) .



Thus we conclude by (4.27)

Lemma:

Let dirn M = 2 and p be a density map.

If i E E(M,lRn) satisfies

and

(i) A(i)(p) > 0

(ii) p(i)(p) > 0

\f p E M

V'pEM,

then there is an open neighbourhood V of i in E(M,IRn) such that

4.53) V'jEV.

This Lemma yields immediately.

Theorem 4.6 :

Let dirn M = 2, P a density map, dl : E(M,lRn) IlRn ----i /1..1(M,lRn) a smooth stress-

form determining a constitutive law F. Theli if

and
(i)
(iD

A(i)(p) > 0

p(i)(p) > 0

V' P E M

'lipEM,

then there is an open neighbourhood V on which the following equations

hold for any h E COO (M,lRn) :

4.54) DZlog A(j)(N(j),1) = tr Bd1(j)W(j) ,

4.55) J 8h(j)' DZlog A(j)(N(j),l) }-.dj) =
J 8h(j)' tr B(j.dU - TTF(j)'DV(j)(h) ,

where

4.56) T(dj,dU := tr Bd1(j)
'"and B(j,dU = B(j,dU + TTF(dj) DV(j)(h)



Equation (4.54) shows how the force density in normal direction

(determined by the stress form) affects the geometry of j(M) and vica

veria.

Let us turn back to (4.49) in case the embedding i E E(MJlRn) satisfies the

following :

;\.(i)(p) > 0 v P E M

and the density map fulfills accordingly

p(i)(p) > 0 V P E M .

Then if n (-aJa) ~ EOl'fJIRn)for a positive real a E IR is a smooth map

for which

and
n(O) = i
~t n(t) = N(n(t»

we immediately deduce

V t E (-aJa) J

4.57) Jog ;\.(n (t» = Jog P (n (t» + q (n (t) ) V t E (- a Ja) .

Hence for any t in the normal evolution of the scalar curvature ;\. is

determined as follows :

Proposition 4.7 :
00 ( n) 00 n» .Suppose dirn NI = 2. Let moreover p E C (E MJIR JC (MJIR a denslty map

and i E E(M,lRn) be fixed, such that i and p satisfy the following couple of

equations

4-.58) (i) ;\'(i)(p) > 0 V P E M and

4-.59) (i i) p(i)(p) > 0 V P E M.

Then if n: (-aJa) ~ E(M,lRn) for some small enough positive real a E IR

is a smooth curve for which

and
n(O)=i

~t n(t) = N(n(t) V t E (-a,a)

then the scalar curvature ;\. is given related to p by

4.60) ;\'(n(t)) = ~ffi. p(n(t)) = ;\.{i)'det f(n(t)fl J



where f(n(t)) is determined by the equation

4.61) m(n(t»)(XJY) = m(i)(f(n(t»ZXJY) \j XJY E rTM, t E: (-a,a).

Let us turn our attention to the volume functionJ which occurs quite often

in our formulas.

We will describe the value of the volume function via the volume of a

given embedding i E E(M,lRn) and a unite normal vectorfield N(i) in case of

dirn M = 2 and a special sort of embedding j, namely j = i + T'N(j) for a

small positive real T E IR.

In doing so we will observe the influence of H(j) and A(j) on the normal

evolution of the volume function.

By Taylor's formula we obtain via (4.20)J we get for any small real T > OJ

für which i + T'N(i) E E(MJIRn) the formula

4.62)

and hence

4.63)

Therefore if p is a density map the evolution of the volume along N(j)

in terms of matter density is given by the equation

provided that p(i)(p) > 0 \j p E M, and that dirn M = 2.

Similarily we obtain

4.64) p(i + T'N(i)) = p(i)(l + T'H(i) + ~~ (H(i)Z - tr W(i)Z» .

Finally we return to the volume active pressure lTF associated with a

constitutive law determined via (2.9) by a given smooth stress form

dl : E(MJlRn)IlRn ~ A1(M,lRn) J

for any orientedJ smooth M with dirn M = n-1.



The purpose of the last part of this section is to study the influence of the

topology of the body M to 1TF.

According to (2.14) 1T
F
{dj) splits as follows

4.65)

To use the form of the term on the right hand side of (4.65), we observe.

that if L(TM,TM) denotes the collection of all smooth strong bundle maps

of TM, then

J tr A.B j.1(dj)

is a scalar product.

Hence we can split H(j)'BdHdj)(j) with respect to ( , ) into a component

a(dj,d](dj»'W(j) along W(j) and a componentW(j) normal to W(j).

Thus we have

By the Cayley~Hamilton theorem appliedon W(j), we therefore find

4.66)

Another splitting of BdHdj)(j) is

4.67)

and then

4.68) a(dj,dHdj»' J tr W{j)2/-l{j) =

J T(dj,dHdj»'H{j)2'/-l(j) + aO(dj,dHdj».J tr W(j)2 ,

where aO(dj,dHdj»'W(j) is the component of H(j)'B~Hdj)(j) along W(j).



y( dJ,dl( dj) )'H( j)

Oecornposing T(dj,dl(dj»'H(j) according to the L2-scalar-product into a

cornponent

along H(j) then (4.68) turns into

Y(dj,dHdj»'jH(j)2 = (a-aO) (ctj,dHdj»'(jH(j)2[.1(j) - 1T'X(M»)

or

Thus we get

1TF(dj)'jB(j)2M(j) = y(dJ,dHdj»'j H(j)2[.1(j)
+ aO(dj,dl(dj».Jtr W{j)2

or

With the above defined terrninology we have

Theorem 4.8 :

Let dirn M = 2 and dl: E(M,IRn)IlRn ~ Al(M,IRn) a srnooth stress form

determining a constitutive law F: TE(M,lRn) ~ IR.

Then
• . . ( 1T:,X (~fL )

4.70) 1TF(dJ) = a(dJ,dl(dJ))' 1 - ]H(j) [.1(j)

and

4.71)

In pal'ticular, if X(M) = 0 then
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